RadioRA

®

| colors and accessories

Enhance the look and functionality of your system with coordinating controls
and accessories, offered in a broad line of colors and ﬁnishes. Many RadioRA
system controls can be changed to match your décor, even after installation.

RadioRA

®

| safe entry packages

components, accessories and wallplates

dimmers

accessory
dimmers

designer-style
switch

GFCI
receptacle

satin ﬁnish color palette

Add safety, convenience
and ambiance to your home.
Make the most of the light in—and around—
your home, with a RadioRA® home light control
system. Safe entry packages make it easy
and affordable to get started.
RadioRA systems are designed to work in new,
or existing homes. You can easily expand your
system at any time with additional dimmers,
controls and accessories.
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gloss ﬁnish color palette
Hot
Merlot
Plum new*
Turquoise new*
Sea Glass
Taupe
Eggshell
Biscuit
Snow
Palladium new*
Midnight
Sienna
Terracotta
Greebriar
Bluestone
Mocha Stone new*
Goldstone new*
Desert Stone
Stone
Limestone
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Color samples shown are representations only.
See product samples for exact ﬁnishes.
Components and accessories shown
in Desert Stone (DS) satin ﬁnish.

RadioRA dimmer in midnight with Claro®
stainless steel wallplate

* new colors

RadioRA dimmers replace ordinary switches
and feature a gradual fade-to-off.

Innovation, patented technology, quality, performance and world-class
customer service make Lutron the recognized leader in lighting control.
Professionals and homeowners alike rely on Lutron.
RadioRA systems have been used in thousands of homes for nearly
a decade. It’s the most trusted brand in wireless light control.
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RadioRA car visor remote

Home light control system
for new and existing homes

RadioRA

®

| home light control

package options

5

package components

areas of light

Safe Entry Package
Control ﬁve areas of light with this
introductory home light control package.†
Choose between garage or front
door options, depending on how
you enter your home.
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Safe Entry Car Visor Package
(RALB-ENT-CAR-xx)

Safe Entry Wall Package
(RALB-ENT-5W-xx)

Perfect for those who enter
through the garage.

Includes wall-mounted master control
for front door entry.

package includes:
600 W dimmers
accessory dimmers
tabletop master control
car visor remotes
entry master control
signal repeater

package includes:
600 W dimmers
accessory dimmers
wall-mounted master control
tabletop master control
signal repeater
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Light a path from your car
or entry to create a warm
welcome home.
RadioRA safe entry packages give you
the freedom to control lights individually—
or in groups—with convenient, radio
frequency remotes and master controls.
•

•

•

•

Turn lights on with your car visor remote
or wall-mounted master control as you
arrive—never enter a dark home again
Move easily from room to room, never
reaching for a switch, with preset
paths of light
Set the perfect atmosphere for any
occasion, and change the mood
at the touch of a button
Elegant, wall-mounted master controls
feature large, backlit buttons and
personalized engraving

† An area of light consists of a light—or group of lights—
controlled by one switch or dimmer, in one or more locations
* Previously known as the 3500 Square-Foot Package

dimmer replaces existing
dimmers or switches to control
individual lights in each room

car visor remote controls
your system’s lights and garage
door from your car

accessory dimmer works
with dimmer to provide dimming
from multiple locations

entry master control communicates
with car visor remotes and connects
to security system and garage doors

wall-mounted master control
controls system lights and scenes
from anywhere in your home

signal repeater ensures reliable
communication between system
components

tabletop master control
controls system lights and scenes
from anywhere in your home

10

areas of light

Safe Entry Plus Package*

Safe Entry Plus Package*
(RALB-ENT-PLS-xx)

Control ten areas of light, including landscape and
accent lights, with this expanded safe entry package.†
Enjoy the ﬂexibility of tabletop and wall-mounted
master controls, as well as convenient car visor
remotes and security system integration.

This expanded package offers
control of more lights and rooms.
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package includes:
600 W dimmers
1000 W dimmers
accessory dimmers
wall-mounted master control
tabletop master control
car visor remotes
entry master control
signal repeater

Touch a button on your tabletop
master control to turn off interior
and exterior lights—or create
a safe path of light.

Dim the lights to unwind
in a soft, relaxing environment.

